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addition, the codification exercise forces one to be more 
careful about defining terms and organizing information. 
While the expert system is not yet, and probably never will be, 
complete (after all, how useful is an expert system that tells us 
how we grip things?) it has forced a closer look at how grasps 
are chosen and has resulted in modifications to the original 
taxonomy in [4]. The codification exercise has also lead us to 
explore patterns or sequences among grasps, which provide 
insights for controlling robotic hands to manipulate parts. 

However, from the standpoint of hand design, we find that 
while the expert system contains a great deal more information 
than can be represented in a taxonomy, the taxonomy remains 
more useful as a design aid since it allows one to see very 
quickly where a particular grasp resides in the space of 
possible grasps. 

In the following sections, we briefly review analytic grasp 
models and examine the assumptions upon which these models 
rest. We then present the results of our study of human grasp 
selection in manufacturing tasks and describe the grasp expert 
system that grew out of the study. Finally, we discuss the 
results of the study and codification exercise in terms of their 
ramifications for designing manufacturing hands. 

11. ANALYTIC APPROACHES TO GRASP MODELING AND GRASP 
CHOICE 

A .  Grasp Modeling 
As Fig. 1 indicates, manipulation is complex, typically 

involving combinations of open and closed kinematic chains, 
nonholonomic constraints, redundant degrees of freedom, and 
singularities. In addition, there are nonlinearities in the contact 
conditions between soft, viscoelastic fingers and grasped 
objects, and in the drive-train and actuator dynamics. To keep 
the analysis tractable, early analyses (e.g., [l]) made the 
following assumptions, many of which are also found in 
current analyses of dextrous manipulation: 

rigid-body models with point contacts between the 
fingertips and the grasped object 
linearized (instantaneous) kinematics 
quasi-static analysis (no inertial or viscous terms) 
no sliding or rolling of the fingertips 
no cases with redundant degrees of freedom and no 

Recent analyses, such as those by Nakamura et al. [19], 
Cutkosky and Wright [5], Ji [ 1 I], and Li and Sastry [ 141, have 
relaxed some of these assumptions, although at the cost of 
greater complexity. Moreover, even the most sophisticated 
models involve the following simplifications: 

overconstrained grasps. 

idealized models of the fingertips (e.g., point-contact or 
“soft finger” models with linear elastic deformation) 
idealized friction models (e.g., Coulomb friction) that 
ignore the effects of sliding velocity, material properties 
of the “skin,” and the presence of dirt or moisture 
simplified actuator and drive-train dynamics, ignoring 
elasticity, backlash, and friction 
simplified representations of the grasped objects, typi- 
cally treating them as smooth, rigid geometric primitives 
or polyhedra. 
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Fig. 1 .  Issues in analytic modeling of grasping and manipulation. 

Based on the various analytic models of grasping and 
manipulation, a number of quality measures have been 
developed. For reference, these are summarized in Table I. 
We will return to the measures in Section V and compare them 
with the empirically derived “grasp attributes” used in the 
grasp expert system. 

While the measures in Table I describe the properties of a 
grasp, and are useful for assessing the suitability of a grasp for 
a given task, there are clearly other factors involved in grasp 
choice. For example, if an object is to be picked up from a 
table, the grasp cannot place any fingers on the underside of 
the object. Other considerations include the size, shape, and 
location of the center of mass of the object and the work space 
of the hand. Thus a number of investigators have proposed 
geometric criteria for automated grasp selection [2], [ 151, 
1281. 

B. Analytic Grasp Choice 
The problem of choosing a grasp, based on analytic grasp 

models, quality measures, and constraints, is illustrated in Fig. 
2. There are three overlapping sets of constraints arising from 
the task (e.g., forces and motions that must be imparted), from 
the grasped object (e.g., the shape, slipperiness, and fragility 
of the object), and from the hand or gripper (e.g., the 
maximum grasp force and maximum opening of the fingers). 
Within these constraints is a space of “feasible grasps.” 
Choosing a grasp involves the definition of an objective 
function, which is optimized, subject to the constraints. The 
approach is conceptually straightforward, except that there is 
little agreement on which of the measures in Table I (along 
with additional geometric issues) should be included in the 
objective function, and which should be used as constraints. 
Kerr and Roth [12] establish a polyhedral region of “safe” 
grasps, bounded by friction limitations at the contacts. They 
define an optimal grasp as one that is furthest from the 
boundaries of the friction polyhedron, while also satisfying 
force-closure and constraints on internal forces and actuator 
torques. 

By contrast, Nakamura et al. [19] search for a grasp that 
minimizes internal forces (and consequently, grasping effort) 

Source: Cutkosky, TRO 1989
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Effector considerations

• What is the objective of the hand/end-effector?

• Solving the problem?

• Make it anthropomorphic?


• Industrial end-effectors

• Often as expensive as the manipulator or more

• There is an industry that designs end-effectors

• Actuation can be electric or pneumatic 


• Anthropomorphic

• Easy of use in a human environment (maybe less relevant in industry)
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Dexterity of a robot hand

• Prehension

• The ability to grasp and hold objects of varying size and shape


• Apprehension

• The ability to explore and comprehend objects through active touch


• Dexterity is often characterized by the variability in the objects handled

• Dexterity can also be considered through 


• Objects that can be grasped

• The degree of internal manipulation possible
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Design of hands

• Actuation?

• Direct drive

• Link host actuation


• Actuation architecture

• Consider a hand with N joints, and M actuators

• M < N, Some joints are passive, compliant or underactuated

• M=N, Each joint has its own actuator

• M>N, Some joints have more than one actuator
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Single actuator - Agonistic / Antagonistic

• Enable variable stiffness

• Increased flexibility in design


• Added complexity

• Motors must be back-drivable

• Space considerations
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These architectures strongly depend on the type of mo-
tors. In particular, it is possible to recognize two main
actuation modalities:

• Single-acting actuators: each motor can generate
a controlled motion in one direction only: return
motion in the opposite direction must be obtained
by an external action, which can be a passive (e.g.,
a spring) or an active system (e.g., an antagonistic ac-
tuator); this is the case of tendon-based transmission
systems;

• Double-acting actuators: each motor can generate
a controlled motion in both directions and can be
used alone to drive the joint or to cooperate with
other actuators; in this case the functional redun-
dancy can allow sophisticated drive techniques, like
push–pull cooperation.

Each category can be further subdivided. In the follow-
ing, a brief description of the most frequently adopted
schemes is presented.

Single-Acting Actuators
with Passive Return Elements

Passive elements, like springs, can store energy during
the actuation phase, restituting it during the return stroke,
see Fig. 15.1a. This mechanism leads to a simplification
of the actuation scheme, but requires mechanically back-
drivable actuators. Other possible drawbacks are related
to the loss of available power for the grasp and the limited
response bandwidth in case of low spring stiffness.

Agonistic–Antagonistic Single-Acting Actuators
Two actuators drive the same joint, acting in opposition
in different directions (agonistic–antagonistic couple),
see Fig. 15.2b. This solution leads to an N-joint 2N-
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Fig. 15.1 (a) Single-acting actuator with an antagonist pas-
sive element and (b) in an agonist–antagonist configuration

actuators scheme and is quite complex since a large
number of actuators must be placed in the hand. On the
other hand, it may allow sophisticated control proce-
dures, as both actuators can pull at the same time, with
different intensity, generating a driving torque on the
joint and a pre-loading of the joint itself (co-contraction,
typical of tendon-driven joints).

• Pros: co-contraction strategies; possibility to change
the joint stiffness according to the grasping phase
and therefore to limit the influence of friction
during fast approaching motions; independent po-
sition/tension control on each actuator can allow
compensation of different path length in case of re-
mote transmission; it is the most flexible solution for
driving a joint;

• Cons: backdrivability of actuators is required; dif-
ficulty in hosting two actuators for each joint, both
in-site and at a remote location; higher control com-
plexity; greater cost.

Single-Acting Actuators Organized According
to the Concept of Actuation Net

This is a very interesting case, mimicking biological sys-
tems, but has not yet been implemented in robotic hands,
except for some preliminary studies. N joints are driven
by M actuators, WITH N < M < 2N . Each actuator co-
operates in moving more than one joint, thanks to proper
net-shaped transmissions.

• Pros: co-contraction strategies; possibility to change
the joint stiffness according to the grasping phase
and therefore to limit the influence of friction dur-
ing fast approaching motions; reduced number of
actuators with respect to the 2N-actuator scheme.

• Cons: backdrivability of actuators is required; high
complexity of the kinematic scheme and therefore
high complexity in control.

a) N-type b) 2N-type c) N+1-type

Fig. 15.2a–c Remote actuation (a) N-type (b) 2N-type
(c) N+1-type
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N+1 Actuation Network 

• Coupled actuator system

• Simplified design 

• Failure on one part will result in general 

failure
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Fig. 15.3 (a) Double-acting actuator with N = M based on
gears and (b) tendons

The simplest case of an actuation net is represented
by so-called N+1 actuation (where N in this case is
the number of joints of a finger), frequently adopted in
practice, see Fig. 15.2. In this case, all actuators are cou-
pled, and therefore damage to any of them will result in
a general failure.

Double-Acting Actuators with M < N
In this case, the number of actuators is less than the
number of joints. With reference to a single motor and
several joints, two main subcases can be defined:

1. the joints are kinematically coupled, in a fixed or
variable way, so that the number of degrees of
freedom of this subsystems is reduced to one;

2. the joints are selectively actuated by the motor, ac-
cording to an active or passive selection subsystem.

The former case can be further subdivided.

Joints Kinematically Coupled in a Fixed Way. In this
kind of kinematical configuration, each motor can move

a) b) c) d)

Fig. 15.4 Grasping sequence performed by a finger based on an
underactuated mechanism

more joints connected by rigid mechanisms with fixed
transmission ratios. A typical application is obtained
with the use of a gear train: the first link is directly
actuated by a motor, while a gear transmission be-
tween a wheel fixed to the frame and a final wheel
connected to the joint generates the relative motion of
the second link, see Fig. 15.3a. Should the motion of
two parallel fingers be required, their connection could
be easily obtained by mounting two gear wheels on
the same shaft. Another very common way to obtain
this kind of kinematical linkage is to use tendon-driven
devices, as shown in Fig. 15.3b. In artificial hand de-
sign, the main advantage when using joints driven by
fixed-ratio mechanisms is the possibility to know and
control the position of the second link. A disadvantage
is that this kind of mechanisms does not adapt to the
shapes of the grasped objects, and this may cause grasp
instability.

Joints Coupled in a Nonfixed Way. This is the case
of underactuated mechanisms and deformable passive-
driven joints. A mechanism is said to be underactuated
when the number of actuators is smaller than the num-
ber of degrees of freedom. When applied to mechanical
fingers, this concept may lead to shape adaptation, i. e.,
underactuated fingers can envelope the objects to be
grasped and adapt to their shape even with a reduced
number of actuators. In order to obtain a statically
determined system, elastic elements and mechanical
limits must be introduced in underactuated systems
(a simple linear spring are often used). In the case of
a finger closing on an object, for instance, the con-
figuration of the finger is determined by the external
constraints associated with the object. An example of an
underactuated two-degree-of-freedom finger is shown
in Fig. 15.4 [15.19]. The finger is actuated through the
lower link, and a spring is used to maintain the fin-
ger fully extended. A mechanical limit is used to keep
the phalanges aligned under the action of this spring
when no external forces are applied on the phalanges.
Since the joints cannot be controlled independently, the
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Second member

Frame

Fig. 15.5 Joints coupled in a nonfixed way
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B
15.2

Source: Handbook of Robotics, 2010
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Grasping in under-actuated systems

• Sometimes passive compliance simplifies grasping

• An example where use of a palm is valuableSpringer Handbook of Robotics
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more joints connected by rigid mechanisms with fixed
transmission ratios. A typical application is obtained
with the use of a gear train: the first link is directly
actuated by a motor, while a gear transmission be-
tween a wheel fixed to the frame and a final wheel
connected to the joint generates the relative motion of
the second link, see Fig. 15.3a. Should the motion of
two parallel fingers be required, their connection could
be easily obtained by mounting two gear wheels on
the same shaft. Another very common way to obtain
this kind of kinematical linkage is to use tendon-driven
devices, as shown in Fig. 15.3b. In artificial hand de-
sign, the main advantage when using joints driven by
fixed-ratio mechanisms is the possibility to know and
control the position of the second link. A disadvantage
is that this kind of mechanisms does not adapt to the
shapes of the grasped objects, and this may cause grasp
instability.

Joints Coupled in a Nonfixed Way. This is the case
of underactuated mechanisms and deformable passive-
driven joints. A mechanism is said to be underactuated
when the number of actuators is smaller than the num-
ber of degrees of freedom. When applied to mechanical
fingers, this concept may lead to shape adaptation, i. e.,
underactuated fingers can envelope the objects to be
grasped and adapt to their shape even with a reduced
number of actuators. In order to obtain a statically
determined system, elastic elements and mechanical
limits must be introduced in underactuated systems
(a simple linear spring are often used). In the case of
a finger closing on an object, for instance, the con-
figuration of the finger is determined by the external
constraints associated with the object. An example of an
underactuated two-degree-of-freedom finger is shown
in Fig. 15.4 [15.19]. The finger is actuated through the
lower link, and a spring is used to maintain the fin-
ger fully extended. A mechanical limit is used to keep
the phalanges aligned under the action of this spring
when no external forces are applied on the phalanges.
Since the joints cannot be controlled independently, the
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Flexible coupled joints

• In some cases it is convenient to have simple closure 

• Using spring coupled links to achieve variable compliance
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Actuation

• For small hands the typical is to use electrical actuators

• Great progress on torque/power/size compromise


• Larger scale industrial actuators often rely on pneumatic 

• Airflow can be considerable

• Noisy in many cases


• Tremendous progress on design of systems
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Sensing of tendon force?

• A number of typical designs

• Avoid cutting the tendon
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jor problem consists in the limitation of the available
space, both for the sensors and for the wires. Different
technological solutions can be adopted, but a rather com-
mon choice is Hall-effect sensors, which are sufficiently
small, precise, and reliable for this type of application.
In the case of remote actuation, there is the possibility
of having two position/velocity sensors for each joint:
one located in the actuator (e.g., an encoder) and one
placed in the joint itself, often necessary because of
the nonlinearities introduced by the transmission sys-
tem (elasticity, friction, and so on). Quite often, this latter
sensor is specifically designed and implemented for the
given hand, as commercially available sensors are too
large and not suitable for installation in the joints.

Tendon Tension Sensor
and Joint Torque Sensor

It is well known that humans can control fingertip com-
pliance as well as fingertip force by controlling voluntary
muscles. In remote actuation, it is essential to measure
the tendon tension for two main reasons: to compen-
sate for the friction existing in the transmission system,
and to measure the external contact force. Figure 15.6
shows a way of measuring the tendon tension in which
the tendon is pressed by an elastic plate with a strain
gauge. When tension is applied to the tendon, the sen-
sor measures a force composed of axial and bending
force components. The displacement of the elastic plate

T1
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M Strain gauge

Fig. 15.6 Tendon tension sensing
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Fig. 15.7 Tension-sensor-based torque sensing

due to the axial force component is negligibly small
compared with that due to the bending force compo-
nent. As a result, the bending force component generates
a bending deformation for the elastic plate. This defor-
mation is transformed into an electric signals by the
strain gauges attached on the surface of the plate. Now,
suppose N-type actuation with two tension sensors, as
shown in Fig. 15.7, where joint torque ! is given. Note
that ! = r(T1 ! T2), where r, T1, and T2 are the pulley
radius and tendon tensions, respectively. Since we can
measure e1 and e2 corresponding to T1 and T2, ! can be
obtained by feeding both e1 and e2 into the differential
circuit. This approach, however, includes a couple of is-
sues. The main problem is the plastic deformation of the
sensor plate under an extreme large pre-tension. Once
such a plastic deformation has happened, the sensor will
never work appropriately anymore. Another minor issue
is that two sensors are always necessary for measuring
a joint torque. To cope with these issues, the tension-
differential-type torque sensor [15.22] can be used, as
shown in Fig. 15.8. The sensor is designed with just a sin-
gle body and partially includes an elastic part where at
least one strain gauge is attached. The working principle
of the sensor, shown in Fig. 15.8a, supposes that a torque
is applied to the joint. This means that T1 and T2 have
different values. This difference causes a bending force
around the strain gauge. The key is that the bending
force is kept to zero even under an extremely large ten-
sion as long as no joint torque is applied. Therefore,
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!
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c)

Double pulley version

Single pulley version

Pulley-less version

Fig. 15.8 A tension differential type (TDT) sensor [15.22]
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Force sensing
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we are completely released from the plastic deforma-
tion of the elastic plate due to pre-tension. Furthermore,
the sensor is constructed with just a single body. There
are a couple of variations of this type of torque sen-
sor. When decreasing the pulley distance in Fig. 15.8a,
the sensor eventually results in the single-pulley version
with zero distance, as shown in Fig. 15.8b. The single-
pulley version has been implemented into the Darmstadt
hand [15.23] and the MEL hand [15.24]. Furthermore,
if the sensor is built into the finger link connected by the
concerned tendon, there is no relative motion between
the sensor and the tendon. As a result, we can remove the
pulley, as shown in Fig. 15.8c. This is called the pulley-
less version and has been implemented in the Hiroshima
hand. The tension-differential-type torque sensor will be
a powerful tool for measuring a tendon drive joint.

Fingertip Tactile (or Force) Sensors
Most robot manipulation and assembly tasks would
benefit from the utilization of tactile sensory informa-
tion. When lifting an object, tactile sensing could detect
the onset of slip in time for corrective action to be taken.
In addition to the contact point between the fingertip and
the object, several object properties, such as the friction
coefficient of the object surfaces, surface texture, and
weight can be determined by utilizing a fingertip tactile
(or force) sensor. A six-axis force sensor allows us to
detect contact point as well as the contact force between
the finger and the environment if a single contact is as-
sumed. For the finger model shown in Fig. 15.9 we have
the following relationship between the sensor output and
contact force

Fs = f , (15.1)

Ms = xc ! f , (15.2)

where f ! R3, Fs ! R3, Ms ! R3, and xc ! R3 are the
external force vector, the force vector measured by
the six-axis force sensor, the moment vector measured

!s

Ms

Fs

f

z

x y

xc

Object

Fig. 15.9 Sensor coordinate system
!

S

by the six-axis force sensor, and the position vec-
tor indicating the contact position, respectively. From
the first equation, we can directly obtain the contact
force. Putting Fs into the second equation leads to
Ms = xc ! Fs. xc is determined in such a way that
Ms = xc ! Fs may be satisfied. For a finger with a con-
vex object, we always have two mathematical solutions,
as shown in Fig. 15.10a, where the meaningful solution
is the one satisfying f tn > 0 (a finger can only push
the object). However, for a finger with a concave object,
we have at least four mathematical solutions, as shown
in Fig. 15.10b, where two of those are physically pos-
sible. A finger with a six-axis force sensor located in the
fingertip, Fig. 15.10c, can avoid multiple solutions. On
the other hand, only forces applied to the fingertip can
be detected, and if more links are in contact with the ob-
ject it would be necessary to have a force/torque sensor
placed in each of them.

This type of solution, i. e., a multiaxis sensor for
measuring not only forces and torques but also the po-
sition of the contact point, is known in the literature as
the intrinsic tactile (IT) principle [15.25]. In general,
compared with the use of traditional tactile sensors (see
below) this leads to a simplification in the design since
it requires fewer wires and connections for the sensor.

f tn > 0

f tn > 0f tn < 0

f tn < 0
f tn < 0

f tn > 0

Six-axis force sensor

a)

Six-axis force sensor

b)

Object

Object

Object

f tn > 0

f tn < 0

Six-axis force sensor

Concave shape

Convex shape

c)

Fig. 15.10a–c Interpretation of solutions: (a) convex shape,
(b) concave shape, and (c) six-axis force sensor
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Haptic sensing on finger tips

• Highly sensitive fingertip sensor


• BioTac Sensor from SynTouch


• Recently reported to have performance 
on par with humans for surface 
discrimination


• [Fishel and Loeb, Frontiers in 
Neurorobotics, June 2012]

How do you explore human sensing

□ Nerve signals from the hand 
can be measured during 
manipulation 

□ Different sensors measure 
different mechanical 
characteristics

Grip
for ce

Load
force

Move-
ment

Grip
for ce

Load
force

Move-
ment

FA-II sensor

SA-I sensor

Source: R. Johanson
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Normal - Manipulation

Source: R. Johanson

(c) Henrik I Christensen

Manipulation w. anesthetized

Source: R. Johanson
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Nerve signals

(c) Henrik I Christensen

Example of exploration

• Consideration of normal force


• Variation as a function of velocity


• Normalized force profile


• Analysis of the frequency spectrum 


• Consideration of roughness, 
texture, ...

Source: Fishel & Loeb, FoN, June 2012
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Control of fingers?

• Models with and without tendons
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15.4 Modeling and Control of a Robot Hand
The dynamic model of a robot hand with in-site ac-
tuation is very similar to the model of a traditional
(industrial) robot, and the hand can be considered as
a collection of robot manipulators. On the other hand,
remote actuation introduces some peculiar features that
have to be carefully considered. In particular, the prob-
lems linked to nonlinear phenomena (e.g., friction and
backlash), the compliance of the transmission system,
and the non-collocation of sensors and actuators are crit-
ical for the design of the control. Moreover, the use of
single-acting actuators, such as tendon-based actuation
systems, requires the adoption of proper control tech-
niques that allow the imposition of the desired torque
at each joint of the hand despite the coupling among
them.

15.4.1 Dynamic Effects
of Flexible Transmission Systems

The transmission system of robot hands with remote
actuation is usually characterized by a high level of
friction and nonnegligible dynamic effects which com-
plicate the control problem. A simple representation
considers a single axis motion with two inertial elem-
ents linked by an elastic transmission. This is the typical
representation of elastic joints in which the former el-
ement represents the motor inertia, while the latter is
related to the inertial properties of the actuated joint/link,
see Fig. 15.12a. More complex models assume a dy-
namic model for the transmission system, i. e., the

Actuator

jm
rotor

kt

bt

kt

bt

kt

bt

mt

kt

bt

mt

kt

bt

kc

bc

mt

jl
joint and link

jl
joint and link

jm
rotor

kc

bc

Fa

Fa

Transmission Finger Environment
force sensor

Actuator Transmission Finger Environment
force sensor

a)

b)

Fig. 15.12 (a) Model of a robot joint with transmission flexibility and (b) with tendon-based transmission

classical representation of tendons based on the serial
repetition of masses linked by springs/dampers, reported
in Fig. 15.12b. These simple models are particularly use-
ful to understand some drawbacks and limitations due
to the fact that actuation system and actuated element
are located in two different places and the motion is
transmitted by a nonideal (that is, not purely static)
element. If we consider the capability of the fingers’
joint to apply a force on environment, the effects of the
transmission system on the open-loop response of the
system modeled as in Fig. 15.12a are a noticeable re-
duction of the bandwidth and an important phase delay
between the input Fa (the force applied by the motor)
and the output Fc (the force exchanged at the con-
tact). As shown in Fig. 15.13, the open-loop transfer
function

Fa

Fc
=

(bcs + kc)(bts + kt)!
jls2 + (bt +bc)s + kt + kc

"
( jms2 +bts + kt)! (bts + kt)2

(15.3)

is characterized by four poles that, for increasing val-
ues of the transmission stiffness ks, move from their
initial locations (which depend on the values of physi-
cal parameters jl, jm, etc., although for ks = 0 at least
one pole is in the origin of the Gauss plane) towards
the poles of a system with an infinitely rigid transmis-
sion (for kc tending to ", two poles go to infinity) and
a total inertia given by the contributions of both the Part

B
15.4

Source: Handbook of Robotics, 2010
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Hand designs

• Early designs

• MIT Utah Hand


• DLR Generation I
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Hand designs

• Stanford / JPL hand I


• DLR hand II

(c) Henrik I Christensen

Newer hand designs

• Barrett Hand


• Schunk SDH w. tactile arrays
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Newer hand designs

• Shadow hands

(c) Henrik I Christensen

Newer hand designs
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Recent hand designs

• Robotiq

(c) Henrik I Christensen

Recent hand designs
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Industrial gripper examples

(c) Henrik I Christensen

Grasping

• Models

• Grasp classification

• Performance

• Restraint analysis

• Examples
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Grasp Modeling

• How can we describe the dynamics of 
the body B with respect to the hand and 
its reference frame?


• Kinematic analysis

• Dynamic Analysis


• Can we constrain the dynamics?


• Remember manipulator designs from 
earlier?
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28.2 Models and Definitions
A mathematical model of grasping must be capable of
predicting the behavior of the hand and object under
the various loading conditions that may arise during
grasping. Generally, the most desirable behavior is grasp
maintenance in the face of unknown disturbing forces
and moments applied to the object. Typically these dis-
turbances arise from inertia forces which become appre-
ciable during high-speed manipulation or applied forces
such as those due to gravity. Grasp maintenance means
that the contact forces applied by the hand are such that
they prevent contact separation and unwanted contact
sliding. The special class of grasps that can be main-
tained for every possible disturbing load is known as clo-
sure grasps. Figure 28.1 shows the Salisbury hand [28.1,
4] executing a closure grasp of an object by wrapping
its fingers around it and pressing the object against its
palm. Formal definitions, analysis, and computational
tests for closure will be presented in Sect. 28.5.

Figure 28.2 illustrates some of the main quantities
that will be used to model grasping systems. Assume
that the links of the hand and the object are rigid and
that there is a unique, well-defined tangent plane at each
contact point. Let {N} represent a conveniently chosen
inertial frame fixed in the workspace. The frame {B}
is fixed to the object with its origin defined relative
to {N} by the vector p ! R3, where R3 denotes three-
dimensional Euclidean space. A convenient choice for
p is the center of mass of the object. The position of
contact point i in {N} is defined by the vector ci ! R3.
At contact point i, we define a frame {C}i , with axes
{n̂i , t̂i , ôi} ({C}i is shown in exploded view). The unit
vector n̂i contains ci is normal to the contact tangent

Fig. 28.1 The Salisbury hand grasping an object

plane, and is directed toward the object. The other two
unit vectors are orthogonal and lie in the tangent plane
of the contact.

Let the joints be numbered from 1 to nq . De-
note by q = [q1 · · · qnq ]" ! Rnq the vector of joint
displacements, where the superscript " indicates matrix
transposition. Also, let ! = [!1 · · · !nq ]" ! Rnq represent
joint loads (forces in prismatic joints and torques in revo-
lute joints). These loads can result from actuator actions,
other applied forces, and inertia forces. They could also
arise from contacts between the object and hand. How-
ever, it will be convenient to separate joint loads into
two components: those arising from contacts and those
arising from all other sources. Throughout this chapter,
noncontact loads will be denoted by !.

Let u ! Rnu denote the vector describing the position
and orientation of {B} relative to {N}. For planar systems
nu = 3. For spatial systems, nu is three plus the number
of parameters used to represent orientation, typically
three (for Euler angles) or four (for unit quaternions).
Denote by " = [v"#"]" ! Rn" the twist of the object
described in {N}. It is composed of the translational
velocity v ! R3 of the point p and the angular velocity
# ! R3 of the object, both expressed in {N}. A twist of
a rigid body can be referred to any convenient frame
fixed to the body. The components of the referred twist
represent the velocity of the origin of the new frame
and the angular velocity of the body, both expressed in
the new frame. For a rigorous treatment of twists and

g

y
{B}x

p
z

y
{N }x

z

ô1n̂1

t̂1

c2
c1

!2, q2

!1, q1 !3, q3

!4, q4

!5, q5

Fig. 28.2 Main quantities for grasp analysis
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Grasp Modeling

• We can define the Jacobian of the system and 
denote it by J


• We can further define a grasp matrix, G, that 
define the object-hand interaction and we have 


• q as the state of the hand fingers and

• v is the velocity of the object
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Table 28.1 Primary notation for grasp analysis

Notation Definition

nc number of contacts
nq number of joints of hand
n! number of degrees of freedom of object
q ! Rnq joint displacements
q̇ ! Rnq joint velocities
! ! Rnq noncontact joint loads
u ! Rnu position and orientation of object
" ! Rn! twist of object
g ! Rn! noncontact object wrench
{B} frame fixed in object
{C}i frame at contact i

{N} inertial frame

A hard-finger (HF) model is used when there is sig-
nificant contact friction, but the contact patch is small,
so that no appreciable friction moment exists. When this
model is applied to a contact, all three translational ve-
locity components of the contact point on the hand (i. e.,
the first three components of "i,hnd) and all three com-
ponents of the contact force are transmitted through the
contact. None of the angular velocity components or
moment components are transmitted.

The soft-finger (SF) model is used in situations in
which the surface friction and the contact patch are large
enough to generate significant friction forces and a fric-
tion moment about the contact normal. At a contact
where this model is enforced, the three translational
velocity components of the contact on the hand and
the angular velocity component about the contact nor-
mal are transmitted (i. e., the first four components of
"i,hnd). Similarly, all three components of contact force
and the normal component of the contact moment are
transmitted.

Remark. The reader may see a contradiction between
the rigid-body assumption and the soft-finger model.
The rigid-body assumption is an approximation that
simplifies all aspects of the analysis of grasping, but
nonetheless it is sufficiently accurate in many real situ-
ations and grasp analysis would be impractical without.
On the other hand, the need for a soft-finger model is
a clear admission that the finger links and object are
not rigid. However, it can be usefully applied in situa-
tions in which the amount of deformation required to
obtain a large contact patch is small. Such situations
occur when the local surface geometries are similar. If
large finger or body deformations exist in the real sys-

Table 28.2 Selection matrices for three contact models

Model #i HiF HiM

PwoF 1
!

1 0 0
"

vacuous

HF 3 I3!3 vacuous

SF 4 I3!3

!
1 0 0

"

tem, the rigid-body approach presented in this chapter
should be used with caution.

To develop the PwoF, HF, and SF models, define the
relative twist at contact i as:

!
J̃i "G̃#

i

"#
q̇
"

$

= "i,hnd ""i,obj .

A particular contact model is defined through the matrix
Hi ! R"i !6, which selects "i components of the relative
contact twist and sets them to zero:

Hi ("i,hnd ""i,obj) = 0 .

These components are referred to as transmitted degrees
of freedom (DOF). Define Hi as:

Hi =
%

HiF 0
0 HiM

&
, (28.15)

where HiF and HiM are the translational and rotational
component selection matrices, respectively. Table 28.2
gives the definitions of the selection matrices for the
three contact models, where vacuous means that the
corresponding block row matrix in (28.15) is void (i. e.,
it has zero rows and columns). Notice that, for the SF
model, HiM selects rotation about the contact normal.

After choosing a transmission model for each con-
tact, the contact constraint equations for all nc contacts
can be written in compact form as:

H("c,hnd ""c,obj) = 0 , (28.16)

where

H = Blockdiag(H1, . . . , Hnc ) ! R"!6nc ,

and the number of twist components " transmitted
through the nc contacts is given by " = 'nc

i=1 "i .
Finally, by substituting (28.12) and (28.13) into

(28.16) one obtains:

!
J "G#

" #
q̇
"

$

= 0 , (28.17)

where the grasp matrix and hand Jacobian are

G# = HG̃# ! R"!6 ,

J = HJ̃ ! R"!nq . (28.18)
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Grasp Dynamics

• Modeling interaction forces

• Using Columb friction model for 

object-object interaction

• Consideration of force generation to 

model the object dynamics


• Fed into a physics based simulator

• Multiple physics based simulators


• GraspIt

• Blender

• PhysX

• ...

Figure 3: Top Left: Initial position of the Barrett hand and phone handset. Top Right: An auto-grasp of the static handset
does not result in a force-closure grasp. Middle and Bottom Rows: An auto-grasp of the handset with dynamics turned on
results in the handset being pulled into the hand, and the final grasp has force-closure. The computed contact forces are
shown as arrows within the contact friction cones. The snapshots were taken at 1.2, 1.9, 2.2, and 2.7 seconds of simulation
time.

7

Q = M(q)q̈ + C(q, q̇)q̇ + F (q̇) +G(q) + JT (q)g

(c) Henrik I Christensen

Grasp classification

• We can characterize grasps by the J and G matrices

• If N(J) is non-trivial we can move the fingers around

• If N(GT) is non-trivial then internal object motion is possible

• If N(G) is non-trivial then the object is considered graspable. 

• A grasping system is said to be defective if N(JT) is non-trivial


• To visualize these aspects it is typical to consider the wrench space (6D) the 
space spanned by forces in XYZ and torques for the axes motion
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Grasp Measures
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Compliance 

Connectivity 

Force closure 

Form closure 

Grasp isotropy 

Internal forces 

Manipulability 

Resistance to 
slipping 

Stability 

TABLE I 
DEFINITIONS OF ANALYTICAL MEASURES USED TO DESCRIBE A GRASP 

- ~ ~ _ _ _ _ ~ ~  ~ ~~~ ~ _ _ ~ ~  ~ ~~~~ ~~~ ~~~ -~ 
~~ __ ~ _ _  ~~ 

What is the effective compliance (inverse of stiffness) of the grasped object with respect to the hand? The grasp 
compliance matrix is a function of grasp configuration, joint servoing, and structural compliances in the links, 
joints, and fingertips [6]. 

How many degrees of freedom are there between the grasped object and the hand? Formally, how many 
independent parameters are needed to completely specify the position and orientation of the object with respect to 
the palm [ 17]? 

Assuming that external forces maintain contact between the fingers and the object, is the object unable to move 
without slipping when the finger joints are locked? Formally, a grasp satisfies force closure if the union of the 
contact wrenches has rank 6 [17], [22]. 

Can external forces and moments be applied from any direction without moving the object, when the fingers are 
locked? Formally, there is form closure, or complete kinematic restraint, if the intersection of all unisense contact 
twists is a null set. Thus seven frictionless point contacts are in general required to achieve form closure on a rigid 

Does the grasp configuration permit the finger joints to accurately apply forces and moments to the object? For 
example, if one of the fingers is nearly in a singular configuration, it will be impossible to accurately control force 
and motion in a particular direction. Formally, the grasp isotropy is a function of the condition number of the grasp 
Jacobian matrix [12], [17]. Li and Sastry [14] define similar grasp quality measures that are functions of the 
singular values of the grasp Jacobian. 

What kinds of internal grasp forces can the hand apply to the object? Formally, the internal grasp forces are the 
homogeneous solution to the equilibrium equations of the object. Thus internal grasp forces can be varied without 
disturbing the grasp equilibrium [12], [ 171. 

While not consistently defined in the literature, a useful definition is: Can the fingers impart arbitrary motions to 
the object? Thus a manipulable grasp must have force closure and a connectivity of 6 .  In addition, the rank space of 
velocities due to the finger joints must span the space of velocities transmitted through the contacts 1121. 

How large can the forces and moments on the object be before the fingers will start to slip? The resistance to 
slipping depends on the configuration of the grasp, on the types of contacts, and on the friction between the object 
and the fingertips [5], [IO]-[12]. 

Will the grasp return to its initial configuration after being disturbed by an external force or moment? At low 
speeds, the grasp is stable if the overall stiffness matrix is positive definite [6], 1211. At higher speeds, dynamic 
stability must be considered (191. 

body 1131, U71. 

Fig. 2. Choosing a grasp that maximizes an objective function subject to 
task, object, and gripper constraints. 

subject to constraints on force-closure, friction, and manipula- 
bility. If a safety factor is used in setting the friction 
constraints, this approach should give results sjmilar to the 
approach that people seem to use, with forces a consistent 
percentage above the minimum required to prevent slipping 
[24], [29]. In a very different approach, Jameson and Leifer 
[lo] adopt a numerical hill-climbing technique in which a 
simplified three-fingered hand searches for positions that are 
most resistant to slipping, subject to constraints on joint 
torques and geometric accessibility. However, they cast the 
constraints as potential functions so that their effects are added 
to those of the objective function. In still other work, Li and 
Sastry [14] define a “task ellipsoid,” whose orientation and 

relative dimensions depend on the expected magnitudes of 
forces and moments during a task. Grasps are then compared 
according to the largest diameter of the task ellipsoid that they 
can encompass. 

While there are numerous articles on grasp stability, force- 
closure, and quality measures for comparing different grasps, 
little has been proposed in the way of an overall strategy for 
grasp planning. However, Ji [ l  11 outlines a sequence in which 
the first step is to find “grasp planes” containing grasps that 
satisfy form closure and have the ability to control internal 
forces. Next, the grasps are checked for accessibility con- 
straints (e.g., which parts of the object can the fingers actually 
reach?) and finally, task requirements are checked, possibly 
using a task-oriented quality measure such as that proposed by 
Li and Sastry [ 141. 

As we review the competing approaches in the literature, 
and examine the serious simplifications upon which they rest, 
we are lead to wonder how useful the analytic approaches to 
grasp choice can be outside of carefully controlled laboratory 
experiments. To be fair, any of the models may be a 
reasonable approximation for a particular set of tasks. Thus 
while point-contact is a poor approximation when human 
fingers hold a small object, it is a fair approximation as long as 
the contact areas are small compared to the characteristic 
length of the object [5]. Nonetheless, we are motivated to look 
at some actual manufacturing tasks and the characteristics of 
the grasps adopted to accomplish them. 

Source: Cutkosky, TRO 1989
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A Grasp Taxonomy (1989)
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Fig. 4. A partial taxonomy of manufacturing grasps, modified from a taxonomy presented in 141. The drawings of hands were 
provided by M. .I. Dowling and are reprinted with permission of the Robotics Institute, Carnegie-Mellon University. 

are the most precise. However, the trend is not strictly 
followed. A Spherical Power grasp may be either more or less 
dextrous than a Medium Wrap, depending on the size of the 
sphere. Moving from top to bottom, the trend is from general 
task considerations, such as whether clamping is required, to 
details of geometry and sensing. Again, the trend is not strictly 
observed. For example, a small, flat object may provoke the 
choice of a Lateral Pinch grip near the top of the tree. 

The role of task forces and torques on grip choice is most 
apparent when the hand shifts between grips during a task. For 
example, in unscrewing a knob the hand shifts from Grasp 11 
to Grasp 13. Similarly, when holding a tool, as in Grasp 3, the 
hand shifts to Grasp 5 as the task-related forces decrease and 
may adopt Grasp 6, a precision grasp, if the forces become 
still smaller. The role of object size is most apparent when 
similar tasks are performed with different tools. For example, 
in light assembly work Grasps 12 and 13 approach Grasp 14, 
and finally Grasp 9, as the objects become very small. A 
related observation, brought out more clearly in developing 
the grasp expert system discussed in Section IV, is that 
sequences can be traced in the taxonomy, corresponding to 

adjustments that the machinists make in response to shifting 
constraints. 

D. Limitations of the Taxonomy 
While the taxonomy in Fig. 4 has proven to be a useful tool 

for classifying and comparing manufacturing grasps, it suffers 
from a number of limitations. To begin with, it is incomplete. 
For example, there are numerous everyday grasps, such as the 
grasp that people use in writing with a pencil or in marking 
items with a scribe (Figs. 7 and 8) that are not included. It was 
also found that the machinists in our study adopted numerous 
variations on the grasps in Fig. 4, partly in response to 
particular task or geometry constraints and partly due to 
personal preferences and differences in the size and strength of 
their hands. Such individual grasps could usually be identified 
as "children" of the grasps in Fig. 4. To examine such issues 
further, and to clarify the roles of dexterity, sensitivity and 
stability in grasp choice, an expert system was constructed for 
choosing grasps from initial information about the task 
requirements and object shape. 

Source: Cutkosky, TRO 1989
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Grasp Examples
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Fig. 28.5 The palm, fingers, wrist, and watch band com-
bine to create a very secure form closure grasp of a TV
remote controller

grasping an object has its joint angles locked and its
palm fixed in space; then the grasp has form closure, or
the object is form closed, if it is impossible to move the
object, even infinitesimally. Under the same conditions,
the grasp has force closure, or the object is force closed,
if for any noncontact wrench experienced by the object,
contact wrench intensities exist that satisfy (28.20) and
are consistent with the constraints imposed by the fric-
tion models applicable at the contact points. Notice that
all form closure grasps are also force closure grasps.
When under form closure, the object cannot move at

Fig. 28.6 This grasp has a force closure grasp appropriate
for dexterous manipulation (Image of Shadow Dextrous
Hand c! Shadow Robot Company 2008)

Fig. 28.7 In the grasp depicted, contact with the ridges on
the gasoline cap creates partial form closure in the direction
of cap rotation (when screwing it in) and also in the direc-
tions of translation perpendicular to the axis of rotation. To
achieve complete control over the cap, the grasp achieves
force closure over the other three degrees of freedom

all, regardless of the noncontact wrench. Therefore, the
hand maintains the object in equilibrium for any external
wrench, which is the force closure requirement.

Roughly speaking, form closure occurs when the
palm and fingers wrap around the object forming a cage
with no wiggle room such as the grasp shown in
Fig. 28.5. This kind of grasp is also called a power
grasp [28.19] or an enveloping grasp [28.20]. However,
force closure is possible with fewer contacts, as shown
in Fig. 28.6, but in this case force closure requires the
ability to control internal forces. It is also possible for
a grasp to have partial form closure, indicating that only
a subset of the possible degrees of freedom are restrained
by form closure [28.21]. An example of such a grasp is
shown in Fig. 28.7. In this grasp, fingertip placement
between the ridges around the periphery of the gaso-
line cap provide form closure against relative rotation
about the axis of the helix of the threads and also against
translation perpendicular to that axis, but the other three
degrees of freedom are restrained through force closure.
Strictly speaking, given a grasp of a real object by a hu-
man hand, it is impossible to prevent relative motion of
the object with respect to the palm due to the compliance
of the hand and object. Preventing all motion is possible
only if the contacting bodies are rigid, as is assumed in
most mathematical models employed in grasp analysis.

28.4.1 Form Closure

To make the notion of form closure precise, introduce
a gap function denoted by !i (u, q) at each of the nc
contact points between the object and the hand. The
gap function is zero at each contact, becomes positive if
contact breaks, and negative if penetration occurs. The
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Fig. 28.5 The palm, fingers, wrist, and watch band com-
bine to create a very secure form closure grasp of a TV
remote controller

grasping an object has its joint angles locked and its
palm fixed in space; then the grasp has form closure, or
the object is form closed, if it is impossible to move the
object, even infinitesimally. Under the same conditions,
the grasp has force closure, or the object is force closed,
if for any noncontact wrench experienced by the object,
contact wrench intensities exist that satisfy (28.20) and
are consistent with the constraints imposed by the fric-
tion models applicable at the contact points. Notice that
all form closure grasps are also force closure grasps.
When under form closure, the object cannot move at

Fig. 28.6 This grasp has a force closure grasp appropriate
for dexterous manipulation (Image of Shadow Dextrous
Hand c! Shadow Robot Company 2008)

Fig. 28.7 In the grasp depicted, contact with the ridges on
the gasoline cap creates partial form closure in the direction
of cap rotation (when screwing it in) and also in the direc-
tions of translation perpendicular to the axis of rotation. To
achieve complete control over the cap, the grasp achieves
force closure over the other three degrees of freedom

all, regardless of the noncontact wrench. Therefore, the
hand maintains the object in equilibrium for any external
wrench, which is the force closure requirement.

Roughly speaking, form closure occurs when the
palm and fingers wrap around the object forming a cage
with no wiggle room such as the grasp shown in
Fig. 28.5. This kind of grasp is also called a power
grasp [28.19] or an enveloping grasp [28.20]. However,
force closure is possible with fewer contacts, as shown
in Fig. 28.6, but in this case force closure requires the
ability to control internal forces. It is also possible for
a grasp to have partial form closure, indicating that only
a subset of the possible degrees of freedom are restrained
by form closure [28.21]. An example of such a grasp is
shown in Fig. 28.7. In this grasp, fingertip placement
between the ridges around the periphery of the gaso-
line cap provide form closure against relative rotation
about the axis of the helix of the threads and also against
translation perpendicular to that axis, but the other three
degrees of freedom are restrained through force closure.
Strictly speaking, given a grasp of a real object by a hu-
man hand, it is impossible to prevent relative motion of
the object with respect to the palm due to the compliance
of the hand and object. Preventing all motion is possible
only if the contacting bodies are rigid, as is assumed in
most mathematical models employed in grasp analysis.

28.4.1 Form Closure

To make the notion of form closure precise, introduce
a gap function denoted by !i (u, q) at each of the nc
contact points between the object and the hand. The
gap function is zero at each contact, becomes positive if
contact breaks, and negative if penetration occurs. The
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gap function can be thought of as the distance between
the contact points. In general, this function is dependent
on the shapes of the contacting bodies. Let ū and q̄
represent the configurations of the object and hand for
a given grasp; then:

!i (ū, q̄) = 0 ! i = 1, . . . , nc . (28.30)

The form closure condition can now be stated in terms
of a differential change du of ū:

Definition 28.6
A grasp (ū, q̄) has form closure if and only if the
following implication holds:

!(ū+ du, q̄) " 0 # du = 0 , (28.31)

where ! is the nc-dimensional vector of gap functions
with i-th component equal to !i (u, q). By definition,
inequalities between vectors imply that the inequality
is applied between corresponding components of the
vectors.

Expanding the gap function vector in a Taylor series
about ū yields infinitesimal form closure tests of various
orders. Let "!(u, q), " = 1, 2, 3, . . . denote the Taylor
series approximation truncated after the terms of order
" in du. From (28.30), it follows that the first-order
approximation is:

1!(ū+ du, q̄) = #!(u, q)
#u

!!!!
(ū,q̄)

du ,

where #!(u, q)/#u|(ū,q̄) denotes the partial derivative
of ! with respect to u evaluated at (ū, q̄). Replacing
! with its approximation of order " in (28.31) implies
three relevant cases of order ":

1. if there exists du such that "!(ū+ du, q̄) has at least
one strictly positive component, then the grasp does
not have form closure of order ";

2. if for every nonzero du, "!(ū+ du, q̄) has at least
one strictly negative component, then the grasp has
form closure of order ";

3. if neither case 1 nor case 2 applies for all $!(ū+
du, q̄) ! $ $ ", then higher-order analysis is required
to determine the existence of form closure.

Figure 28.8 illustrates form closure concepts using
several planar grasps of gray objects by fingers shown as
dark disks. The concepts are identical for grasps of three-
dimensional objects, but are more clearly illustrated in
a plane. The grasp on the left has first-order form clo-
sure. Note that first-order form closure only involves

the first derivatives of the distance functions. This im-
plies that the only relevant geometry in first-order form
closure are the locations of the contacts and the direc-
tions of the contact normals. The grasp in the center
has form closure of higher order, with the specific order
depending on the degrees of the curves defining the sur-
faces of the object and fingers in the neighborhoods of
the contacts [28.22]. Second-order form closure analysis
depends on the curvatures of the two contacting bodies
in addition to the geometric information used to analyze
first-order form closure. The grasp on the right does not
have form closure of any order, because the object can
translate horizontally and rotate about its center.

First-Order Form Closure
First-order form closure exists if and only if the follow-
ing implication holds:

#!(u, q)
#u

!!!!
(ū,q̄)

du " 0 # du = 0 .

The first-order form closure condition can be written in
terms of the object twist ":

G%
n " " 0 # " = 0 , (28.32)

where G%
n = #!/#uV & Rnc!6. Because the gap func-

tions only quantify distances, the product G%
n " is the

vector of normal components of the instantaneous vel-
ocities of the object at the contact points (which must
be nonnegative to prevent interpenetration). This in turn
implies that the grasp matrix is the one that would re-
sult from the assumption that all contacts are of the type
PwoF.

An equivalent condition in terms of the contact
wrench intensity vector #n & Rnc can be stated as fol-
lows. A grasp has first-order form closure if and only

Fig. 28.8 Three planar grasps: two with form closure of
different orders and one without form closure
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Grasp Analysis

• Most grasp analysis has been based on kinematic analysis

• Recent progress on physics based simulation has enabled dynamic 

evaluation

• Evaluation can be limited by limits in geometric knowledge

• Also symmetries poses a few challenges. 

• Analysis of full geometry can also be limited by computational limitations


• Objects with N faces might have upto O(N9) configurations


• There are tools available for analysis of grasps

• Physics based models (GraspIt, PhysX, ...) 

(c) Henrik I Christensen

GraspIt (Columbia Univ)

• Hand Geometry

• Object Geometry

• Arm Kinematics

• Friction / Object/Hand interaction


• Analysis of stability and possible 
interaction


• Based on a columb friction model

Hand

Object

Interaction

Stability
Dynamics
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GraspIt
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Example of glass grasping
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Consideration of stable grasps

• Analysis of possible contact points

• Evaluation of stable configurations

• Can be performed off-line

(c) Henrik I Christensen

Grasp Strategies

Source: Miller et al, IROS-2004
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Generating grasp abstractions

Figure 3: A mug model and its primitive representation.
Because most mugs have a similar size and shape, this sim-
plified model can be used for other mugs as well.

proximal link. A novel clutch mechanism allows the dis-
tal link to continue to move if the proximal link’s motion is
obstructed (referred to as breakaway). An additional motor
controls the synchronous spread of the two fingers about
the palm.
For this hand, we have identified four distinct preshapes

(shown in figure 2), but only the first two, the spherical
and cylindrical configurations, are appropriate for the sta-
ble power grasps used in pick and place tasks. A spherical
grasp is useful for picking up round objects such as spheres
and the top of a cylinder, and a cylindrical grasp, is useful
for wrapping around the side of a cylinder or grasping two
parallel opposite sides of a box. The precision-tip grasp is
best suited for grasping small objects where direct opposi-
tion of the fingers is necessary, and the hook grasp may be
used to pull a handle or in certain situations as a alternate
wrapping grasp when the opposing thumb in the cylindri-
cal grasp would otherwise be obstructed.

4 Grasp Generation

The first step of the grasp planning processes is to gen-
erate a set grasp starting positions. To do this, the system
requires a simplified version of the object’s geometry that
consists only of shape primitives such as spheres, cylin-
ders, cones and boxes. The simplified model does not need
to match the true object exactly, but the choice of primi-
tives will determine the different strategies used to grasp
the object. As an example, we have modeled a coffee mug
with a cylinder and a box which roughly approximate the
shape and size of the cup and handle (see figure 3).
For each shape, we have defined a set of grasping strate-

gies to limit the huge number of possible grasps. A single
grasp starting position consists of a 3D palm position, a
3D orientation which is divided into an approach direction
(2D) and a thumb orientation, and a hand preshape.

Boxes should be grasped using the cylinder pregrasp

Figure 4: Examples for grasp generation on single primi-
tives. The balls represent starting positions for the center
of the palm. A long arrow shows the grasp approach di-
rection (perpendicular to the palm face), and a short arrow
shows the thumb direction (always perpendicular to the ap-
proach). In most grasp locations, two or more grasp possi-
bilities are shown, each with a different thumb direction.

shape such that the two fingers and the thumb will
contact opposite faces. The palm should be parallel to
a face that connects the two opposing faces, and the
thumb direction should be perpendicular to the face it
will contact.

Spheres should be grasped with the spherical pregrasp
shape and the the palm approach vector should pass
through the center of the sphere.

Cylinders may be grasped from the side, or from either
end.

Side Grasp The cylindrical pregrasp should be used.
The grasp approach should be perpendicular to
the side surface, and the thumb should either be
perpendicular to the central axis of the cylinder,
in order to wrap around it, or in the plane con-
taining both the approach direction and the cen-
tral axis, in order to pinch it at both ends.

End Grasp The spherical pregrasp shape should be
used. The palm should be parallel to the end
face and aligned with the central axis.

Cones can be grasped in the same ways as a cylinder.
However, in the case of a cone with a large radius
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Selection of grasp strategies

Figure 3: A mug model and its primitive representation.
Because most mugs have a similar size and shape, this sim-
plified model can be used for other mugs as well.
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obstructed (referred to as breakaway). An additional motor
controls the synchronous spread of the two fingers about
the palm.
For this hand, we have identified four distinct preshapes

(shown in figure 2), but only the first two, the spherical
and cylindrical configurations, are appropriate for the sta-
ble power grasps used in pick and place tasks. A spherical
grasp is useful for picking up round objects such as spheres
and the top of a cylinder, and a cylindrical grasp, is useful
for wrapping around the side of a cylinder or grasping two
parallel opposite sides of a box. The precision-tip grasp is
best suited for grasping small objects where direct opposi-
tion of the fingers is necessary, and the hook grasp may be
used to pull a handle or in certain situations as a alternate
wrapping grasp when the opposing thumb in the cylindri-
cal grasp would otherwise be obstructed.

4 Grasp Generation

The first step of the grasp planning processes is to gen-
erate a set grasp starting positions. To do this, the system
requires a simplified version of the object’s geometry that
consists only of shape primitives such as spheres, cylin-
ders, cones and boxes. The simplified model does not need
to match the true object exactly, but the choice of primi-
tives will determine the different strategies used to grasp
the object. As an example, we have modeled a coffee mug
with a cylinder and a box which roughly approximate the
shape and size of the cup and handle (see figure 3).
For each shape, we have defined a set of grasping strate-

gies to limit the huge number of possible grasps. A single
grasp starting position consists of a 3D palm position, a
3D orientation which is divided into an approach direction
(2D) and a thumb orientation, and a hand preshape.

Boxes should be grasped using the cylinder pregrasp

Figure 4: Examples for grasp generation on single primi-
tives. The balls represent starting positions for the center
of the palm. A long arrow shows the grasp approach di-
rection (perpendicular to the palm face), and a short arrow
shows the thumb direction (always perpendicular to the ap-
proach). In most grasp locations, two or more grasp possi-
bilities are shown, each with a different thumb direction.

shape such that the two fingers and the thumb will
contact opposite faces. The palm should be parallel to
a face that connects the two opposing faces, and the
thumb direction should be perpendicular to the face it
will contact.

Spheres should be grasped with the spherical pregrasp
shape and the the palm approach vector should pass
through the center of the sphere.

Cylinders may be grasped from the side, or from either
end.

Side Grasp The cylindrical pregrasp should be used.
The grasp approach should be perpendicular to
the side surface, and the thumb should either be
perpendicular to the central axis of the cylinder,
in order to wrap around it, or in the plane con-
taining both the approach direction and the cen-
tral axis, in order to pinch it at both ends.

End Grasp The spherical pregrasp shape should be
used. The palm should be parallel to the end
face and aligned with the central axis.

Cones can be grasped in the same ways as a cylinder.
However, in the case of a cone with a large radius
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Selection of stable grasps
Tested Found F-C Time Time /
grasps grasps F-C grasp

mug 68 44 248 s 5.6 s
phone 52 35 120 s 3.4 s
flask 128 41 478 s 11.6 s
plane 88 19 200 s 10.5 s

Table 1: Performance of the planner with different isolated
objects.

Tested Found F-C Time Time /
grasps grasps F-C grasp

mug 68 4 40.4 s 10.1 s
phone 52 1 11.4 s 11.4 s
flask 128 2 232 s 116 s
plane 88 4 49.7 s 12.4 s

Table 2: Performance of the planner with different objects
in a complex environment.

friction is either 0.2 or 0.3. If we change the material of the
links to rubber (for instance if tactile sensors are mounted
on the hand), the coefficient of friction will be 1.0 and the
system will find several more force-closure grasps.

6 Planning Results

We have tested the planner with several different ob-
jects. The first set of results (shown in figure 5) assumes
an object can be grasped from any direction. Note that the
model airplane was modeled with only three boxes, which
are the dominant features. By not adding boxes for the tail
fins, we prevent the system generating and testing grasps
of minor elements that will not likely lead to many stable
grasps. These tests were all performed on a Pentium IV
1GHz computer, and the planning times for each test are
shown in table 1. Next, the hand was attached to the end
of a Puma 560 arm model and the objects were placed on
a workbench amidst two other obstacles (figures 6 and 7).
This reduced the number of feasible grasps and reduced the
planning times (table 2).

7 Future Directions

In this paper, we have presented a system that can plan
grasps of complex objects given a simplified model of the
object built from shape primitives. Using rules defined for
these shapes, a set of grasp possibilities, consisting of a

Figure 6: The best planned grasp of the mug in the pres-
ence of obstacles and using the reachability constraints of
the Puma arm.

Figure 7: The best planned grasp of the model airplane in
a similarly constrained environment.
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Use prototypical grasps to simplify 

Figure 5: Planned grasps for a coffee mug, a phone handset, an Erlenmeyer flask, and a model airplane. The first image in each row shows the primitive model
used for each object and the generated set of grasps to be tested. The other images show five of the best grasps found sorted in quality order.
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State of the art w. deep learning

(c) Henrik I Christensen

Summary

• Hands

• Gripper design is still very much an art form

• Few standardized grippers for industry applications


• Physics based modeling is gaining popularity

• Using physics models to understand behavior

• Models of friction and object-object interaction


• A variety of tools available for grasp evaluation

• Few benchmarks available for industry grade problems


